Abstract-Multi-task prioritized controllers are able to generate complex robot behaviors that concurrently satisfy several tasks and constraints. To perform, they often require a human expert to define the evolution of the task priorities in time. In a previous paper [1] we proposed a framework to automatically learn the task priorities using a stochastic optimization algorithm (CMA-ES), maximizing the robot performance for a certain behavior. Here, we learn the task priorities that maximize the robot performance, ensuring that the optimized priorities lead to safe behaviors that never violate any of the robot and problem constraints. We compare three constrained variants of CMA-ES on several benchmarks, among which two are new robotics benchmarks of our design using the KUKA LWR. We retain (1+1)-CMA-ES with covariance constrained adaptation [2] as the best candidate to solve our problems, and we show its effectiveness on two whole-body experiments with the iCub humanoid robot.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fulfilling multiple operational tasks to achieve a complex behavior while satisfying constraints is one of the challenges of whole-body control of redundant manipulators and humanoid robots. For example, let us consider the humanoid iCub ( Fig.1 ) that must fulfil a "global task" by reaching its hands towards two goal positions behind a wall while avoiding collisions. The global task can be decomposed as a combination of simpler elementary tasks (for example: control the end-effector, control the pose of a particular link, etc.) and constraints that guarantee a condition of feasibility over the generated motions (for example: torque and joint limits, collisions, external forces etc.).
More generally, elementary tasks can include tracking desired trajectories, regulating contact forces, controlling the center of mass for balancing etc. Constraints range from mechanical limitations (e.g., joint and torque limits) to safety specifications (e.g., collision avoidance, limiting the exchange of mechanical forces with the environment) and balance keeping for floating base platforms.
In the literature, this constrained control problem is usually solved with prioritized controllers, where a set of operational tasks are organized according to strict priorities in a hierarchy or "stack" [3] , [4] , or combined with weighting functions, also known as soft task priorities [5] , [6] . Constraints are either formulated as high-priority tasks or taken into account *This paper was supported by the EU FP7 project CoDyCo (n.600716) and by the EU H2020 project COMANOID (n.645097). 1 Dipartimento di Ingegneria Informatica, Automatica e Gestionale, Sapienza Universita di Roma, via Ariosto 25, 00185 Roma, Italy.
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by quadratic programming solvers. The task priorities and their evolution in time are usually defined a priori and frequently manually tuned by experts.
A new line of research is now focused on the automatic optimization of task priorities [1] , [7] , [8] , [9] . Most of these approaches are based on an iterative policy learning technique that needs many repetitions (rollouts) of the same experiment to find a viable solution. These frameworks poorly address the problem of constraints satisfaction when optimizing the task priorities. For example, in [7] , torques are saturated for safety, and joint and velocity limits are introduced as tasks. However, satisfaction of constraints formulated as tasks cannot be ensured, especially in the case of soft tasks prioritization. In [8] the balance constraint is added as an objective to the fitness function, but this is a relaxation of the constraint that does not ensure its satisfaction either. In [1] we used the Covariance Matrix Adaptation-Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES) [10] , a derivative-free stochastic optimization method that solves non-linear, non-differentiable optimization problems, with death penalties to enforce constraint satisfaction on the solutions. This choice was not efficient in terms of searching for the optimum solution, since the exploration could easily get stuck in a constrained region where the fitness landscape was turned into a plateau. Furthermore, many solutions had to be dropped because of constraints violation.
Ensuring that the optimization process yields a safe solution -where safety means not violating any constraintsbecomes mandatory if we want to successfully apply these solutions to a real robot [11] .
To approach the safety issue, in this paper we investigate constrained stochastic optimization algorithms, and we focus on three variants of CMA-ES: one with vanilla constraints, one with adaptive constraints [12] and the (1+1)-CMA-ES with covariance constrained adaptation [2] . We compare these methods with a baseline constrained optimization algorithm, (the fmincon function in Matlab). To compare the algorithms, we explicitly look for methods that can find good solutions while ensuring zero constraint violations within a reasonable computation time.
There exist standard benchmarks for constrained optimization, consisting in analytic problems with several variables and constraints and known optimal solutions. For example Arnold & Hansen [2] tested (1+1)-CMA-ES on seven different problems with a number of variables ranging from 2 to 10, and a number of constraints between 1 to 9. However, in robotics the number of constraints usually grows with the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) of the robot: for example, with a 7-DOF robot, the joint position range (7 ×2) and the torque limits (7× 2) already introduce 28 constraints. In humanoids and highly articulated systems, the number of DOF is higher (e.g., 32 DOF for the iCub) and so is the number of constraints. Furthermore, the number of tasks increases with the complexity of the action, especially for bimanual or whole-body movements. It is therefore necessary to design new benchmarks tailored for robotics applications to make a pondered decision about the algorithm that is most suited to solve our problem while ensuring that the constraints are never violated.
The contribution of this paper is twofold: first, we compare the performance of three constrained variants of CMA-ES with fmincon on analytic and robotic benchmarks, the latter (RB1,RB2) being new and designed ad hoc; second, we extend the framework for learning task priorities, which we proposed in [1] , to ensure that the optimized priorities lead to safe behaviours that never violate the constraints. We show the effectiveness of our approach by generating optimized and safe (zero constraints violations) whole-body movements on the humanoid robot iCub.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II outlines the framework for learning task priorities for controlling redundant robots; Section III describes the constrained optimization algorithms retained for the study; Section IV and V illustrate the benchmarks comparison and the experiments with the iCub humanoid robot respectively.
II. MULTITASK CONTROLLER WITH LEARNT PRIORITIES
Our method aims at automatically learning the task priorities (or task weight functions) to maximize the robot performance ensuring that the optimized priorities lead to behaviours that always satisfy the constraints. The global robot movement is evaluated by a fitness function φ that is used as a measure of the ability of the robot to fulfil its mission without violating the constraints. Our proposed method outlined in Fig. 2 extends the framework that was introduced in [1] . In this section we recall the multi-tasks controller and the structure of the parametrized task weight functions α i , while the optimization procedure is described in Section III, where we analyze some recent extensions of the basic CMA-ES method that deal with constraints. 
A. Controller for a single elementary task
Here, we briefly describe the torque controller for the i-th elementary task, which is presented in more detail in [1] . Following our previous work, we use a regularized closed-form solution of a controller derived from the Unified Framework (UF) [13] . Let us consider the rigid-body dynamics of a robot with n DOF, i.e.:
M(q)q + f(q,q) = u i (q,q) where q,q,q ∈ R n are, respectively, the joints positions, velocities, and accelerations; M(q) ∈ R n×n is the generalized inertia matrix, f(q,q) ∈ R n accounts for Coriolis, centrifugal and gravitational forces; and u i (q,q) ∈ R n is the vector of the commanded torques of the i-th task. Following the UF formulation, the general torque controller
where the matrix A i (q,q,t) ∈ R m×n and the vector b i (q,q,t) ∈ R m×1 incorporate the information about the m-dimensional task; N i is a weighting matrix that can be changed to achieve different control strategies; (·) † is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse; and the upper script in N − 1 / 2 i denotes the inverse of the matrix square root. Controllers derived from UF are sensitive to kinematic singularities, due to the matrix inversion [14] . To overcome this problem, we reformulate the UF controller in a regularized fashion, as classically done at the kinematic level, for instance in [15] . The resulting closedform solution of the controller for a single elementary task is then:
. λ i is a regularizing factor (we refer to [1] for a more accurate description of the regularization problem leading to this closed-form solution).
B. Controller for multiple elementary tasks with soft task priorities
Each elementary task is modulated by a task priority or task weight function α i (t). To automatically find the optimal n t task priorities {α i (t)} i=1,...,n t , we transform the functional optimization problem into a numerical optimization problem by representing the task priorities with parametrized functional approximators α i (t) →α i (π π π i ,t), whereπ π π i is the set of parameters that shape the temporal profile of the i-th task weight function. Following the scheme of Fig. 2 , given n t elementary tasks the final controller is given by:
(1)
C. Learning the task priorities
We model the task priorities as a weighted sum of normalized Radial Basis Functions (RBFs):
where
, with fixed mean μ k and variance σ k of the basis functions, n r is the number of RBFs andπ π π i = (π i1 ,...,π in r ) ⊆ R n P is the set of parameters for each task priority. S(·) is a sigmoid function that squashes the output to the range [0, 1]. The elementary task is fully activated when the task priority is equal to 1, otherwise the control action fades out until a full deactivation occurs when the priority goes to 0. The free parametersπ π π i of each task weight function (Eq. 2) constitute the current parameters set to optimize:
To optimize the free parameters π π π, we introduce two elements, the fitness function φ and the set of inequality and equality constraints g, h:
putes a performance measure of the global task executed by the robot over T time steps with the current parameters π π π. The fitness function can contain different criteria ranging from energy consumption arguments to specific properties of the desired trajectories (e.g. speed and smoothness).
• the constraints g, h determine the admissible controls to be applied to the robot. They can be dependent on the robot structure (e.g. maximum joint torques and joint ranges), on the environment (e.g. obstacles and collisions), on the tasks (e.g. safety limits and couplings), etc. The objective of the next section is to formalize the problem of optimizing the parameters π π π that maximize the fitness φ , ensuring that the constraints g, h are satisfied.
III. CONSTRAINED BLACK-BOX OPTIMIZATION OF TASK

PARAMETERS
Learning the parameters π π π ∈ Π Π Π ⊆ R n P is a constrained optimization problem, as we need to find the optimal parameters π π π • that maximize the objective function J(π π π) : R n P → R (by default, equivalent to the fitness φ ):
π π π • = arg max π π π J(π π π) under the inequality and equality constraints g, h:
, we do not constrain the fitness structure nor its differentiability properties, hence we keep solving the problem with derivative-free methods. In [1] we used CMA-ES [10] for the known advantage of having to tune few parameters. To find feasible solutions that satisfy the constraints, we adopted a death penalty approach. This was clearly not efficient; the constant penalty applied to the fitness has a pathological effect on the exploration of the algorithm, possibly causing the search to get stuck in infeasible regions.
In this paper, we adopt a different strategy and look explicitly for variants of CMA-ES that take into account the constraints in the exploration procedure. Our goals are: 1) to improve the efficiency of the optimization procedure exploiting the constraint information, and 2) to guarantee that every solution found by the stochastic optimization process lies in a region of the parameter space that satisfies all the constraints. Interestingly, we are not interested in algorithms that permit constraints relaxation (hence violation) to find a solution: this is typically the case of real-time quadratic solvers (e.g. quadprog and qpOASES).
Among the multitude of constrained black-box optimization algorithms, we focused on three variants of CMA-ES: a vanilla penalty CMA-ES, the CMA-ES with adaptive penalty approach proposed in [12] and the (1+1)-CMA-ES with covariance constrained adaptation proposed in [2] . The first is a baseline CMA-ES that applies a penalty to the fitness that is proportional to the constraint violation. The second method is similar in principle, but the penalty weights are changed following a heuristic that depends on the constraint violation The third does not rely on penalties but updates the covariance whenever a constraint is violated, to drive the exploration away from infeasible regions.
In the rest of this section, we outline the three methods explaining their differences with respect to CMA-ES. In the presentation, we will use the following symbols: 
A. Stochastic optimization with CMA-ES (no constraints)
A single iteration (called generation) of CMA-ES [10] consists of several steps. A set of K samples π π π k is drawn from a multivariate Gaussian distribution N (π π π, σ 2 Σ Σ Σ) with a σ 2 step size; for each sample π π π k we perform the evaluation of the objective function J, called fitness. The samples are sorted using a ranking procedure based on the fitness and an update of the Gaussian distribution is performed according to the best K e candidates π π π 1:K e , called elites.
The update step affects the mean, covariance, and step size of the search distribution N (π π π, σ 2 Σ Σ Σ). The evolution of the mean is influenced by the probability weights P k of each elite CMA-ES without constraints candidate. A common choice is P k = ln (0.5(K e + 1))−ln (k). In CMA-ES, premature convergence is avoided by tuning the step size σ 2 . Both σ 2 and Σ Σ Σ are updated by combining the information from the last generation and all the previous ones. For the update of the stepsize σ 2 and more detail about the algorithm, we refer the reader to [10] . To initialize CMA-ES the user has to specify the exploration rate, a scalar value between [0,1] that controls the starting value of the covariance matrix. Fig. 3 shows the pseudo-code of the algorithm.
B. CMA-ES with Vanilla Constraints
The vanilla penalty functions method relies on adding a penalty term to the fitness of a candidate that depends on the constraints violation of the candidate. The method employs a penalized objective functionĴ(π π π k ) = J(π π π k ) + l(π π π k ) with the penalty factor l(π π π k ) defined as: Fig. 4 we present a pseudo-code for this variant where we refer to the penalization routine with PENALTY(·).
C. CMA-ES with Adaptive Constraints
The previous method is by far the simplest and the most intuitive, as it applies a penalty that depends on the candidate π π π k . However, one may want to make the penalty term variable, for example depending on the exploration path.
Collange et al. [12] proposed a penalty function approach where a set of adaptive weights are tuned to prevent the search process from getting stuck in a local minima of the penalized fitness functionĴ(·). A penalized objective functionĴ(π π π k ) is therefore used. The key idea is that the penalty factor l(π π π k ) is built to consider the number of feasible solutions per each generation and the activation of each constraint, determined by a heuristic tuned by a user-defined ε i . In particular, one assigns 
The user can tune the definition of the constraint violations and the relaxation of the constraints through the parameters ε i > 0, i = 1,..., n C . For equality constraints h i (·), a candidate solution π k is labelled "feasible" if 0 ≤ γ i ≤ 1 and "infeasible" otherwise. For inequality constraints g i (·), a candidate solution π k is labelled "feasible" if γ i ≤ 1 and "infeasible" otherwise (Fig. 5) . The weights update is driven by the ratio of feasible solutions for all the constraints: > p target the weight w i decreases, otherwise it increases. In Fig. 4 we provide a pseudo-code for this variant, where we refer to the weight computation routine as UPDATEWEIGHT(·). For more detail on the method we refer to [12] .
This method is more interesting since the penalty factor applied to the objective function changes during the optimization process depending on the number of feasible solutions that do not violate the constraints, considering the relaxation acting on the equality constraints. With respect to the vanilla method, the penalty factor here is not constant over the parameter space and depends on the exploration path in the parameter space. This decreases the possibility of getting stuck in local minima or flat areas of the fitness.
D. (1+1)-CMA-ES with Covariance Constrained Adaptation
The third method, proposed by Arnold et al. [2] , is an extension of (1+1)-CMA-ES with active covariance adaptation [16] . As opposed to the other two methods, here we do not have a penalty factor, i.e., the objective function is unchanged, but there is a different exploration strategy that exploits the constraints information to change the covariance and keep the optimization in a feasible region.
A notable difference with the classical CMA-ES is the fact that there is only one sample per generation (π π π 1 , therefore K = 1), that is generated according to the following rule:
where D is the Cholesky factor of the covariance matrix Σ Σ Σ = D T D and z is a standard normal distributed vector z ∼ N (0 0 0, I I I). The algorithm stores the information about the successful steps in a search path s ∈ R n P . Each time a Fig. 4 . Pseudocode for the three variants of constrained CMA-ES: the first is with vanilla penalty (Section III-B), the second is the adaptive penalties method of [12] (Section III-C) and the third is a (1+1)-CMA-ES with covariance constrained adaptation as in [2] (Section III-D).
CMA-ES with vanilla constraints
function CMA-ES for each gen = 1,...,n GENERAT IONS do for k = 1,...,K do π π π k ∼ N (π π π, σ 2 Σ Σ Σ) end for for k = 1,...,K do J k = J(π π π k ) if CONSTRVIOLATION(π π π k ) then J k = PENALTY(π π π k , J k ) end if end for π π π 1:Ke = SORT(π π π k=1:K ,Ĵ k=1:K ) π π π new = ∑ Ke k=1 P k π π π k with ∑ Ke k=1 P k = 1 Σ Σ Σ new = UPDCOV(π π π new , P k=1:Ke ) σ new = UPDSIGMA(σ ) π π π =π π π new Σ Σ Σ = Σ Σ Σ new σ = σ new end for end function
CMA-ES with adaptive constraints
inequalities equalities feasible infeasible . . Fig. 5 . This illustration shows the relation between ε i and γ i for inequality and equality constraints as in Eq. 3. As described in Section III-C, the green and red regions identify the constraint values that are respectively labeled as "feasible" and "infeasible". One may notice that ε i induces a relaxation for the equality constraint: therefore it could be possible to label as feasible a solution that violates the constraint (how much depends on ε). On the contrary, it is noticeable that γ + i in the inequality constraint also includes a boundary region determined by ε i where the constraint is satisfied. candidate outperforms the current best, s and D are updated (UPCOVSUCC in Fig. 4 ):
where c + cov and c are both factors that control the update rate of s and D respectively, while w = D −1 s. Instead, if the current candidate is feasible but its performance is lower than the predecessors, the Cholesky factor D is actively updated (UPCOVACTIVE in Fig. 4 ):
where c − cov is again a constant that determines the update rate. In this case s is not updated because the current candidate is not better in terms of fitness.
To handle constraints, the key idea is to update the covariance matrix, by reducing the components of Dz in the direction that is orthogonal to the constraint whenever a constraint is violated, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Each time the j-th constraint is violated, we update the corresponding constraint vector v j ∈ R n P and the matrix D (UPCOVCONSTR in Fig. 4) :
where c c and β are constants that tune the update step respectively for v j and D, w j = D −1 v j and 1 g j (π π π 1 >0) is equal to one when g j (π π π 1 ) > 0 and zero otherwise. In summary, the method searches for the optimal solution by testing one sample at the time and accounting for the constraints in the covariance adaptation to stay away from infeasible regions. The algorithm is designed in such a way that the mean of the search distribution is updated only if the fitness improves and the candidate is a feasible solution; these two elements ensure that the solution of the optimization problem always satisfies the constraints. However, unlike the other methods, this requires a feasible 1 starting candidate to work, otherwise the exploration process quickly gets stuck. Hence, this method cannot be started from scratch or random values, but needs the pre-computation of a feasible starting point. This is not an issue, since we can always find a feasible starting point that satisfies all the constraints, even if it does not enable the robot to achieve the global task goal (a quick solution is to set the robot in a feasible posture and keep this position by setting the posture task priority to 1 and the others to 0).
IV. BENCHMARKING THE ALGORITHMS
In this section we test the algorithms described in Section III to decide which one better suits our problem. We compare their performances on five different benchmarks:
. Fig. 6 . This illustration shows the effect of the covariance adaptation with constraints, as described in Section III-D. A linear inequality constraint, represented by the vertical thick line, divides the parameter space into a region where the constraint is not violated (light grey) and a region where the constraint is violated (dark grey). The covariance D of the search distribution is updated in such a way that the successor samples will not fall into the region where the constraint is active: the updated covariance D new is directed orthogonally with respect to the constraint.
− g07: n P = 10, n IC = 8, n EC = 0 − g09: n P = 7, n IC = 4, n EC = 0 − HB: n P = 5, n IC = 6, n EC = 3 − RB1: n P = 15, n IC = 32, n EC = 0 − RB2: n P = 15, n IC = 50, n EC = 0 The first three are classical benchmarks for constrained optimization [2] , that is analytic problems with known optimal solutions; the last two are new benchmarks that we designed ad hoc to evaluate the performance of the algorithms on robotic problems with growing complexity. RB1 is a problem inspired by our previous work [1] where a KUKA LWR (7DOF) has to reach a goal position with its end-effector behind an obstacle, while satisfying constraints of joint position limits, joint torque limits and obstacle avoidance. RB2 has a similar setting with the addition of a second obstacle to avoid and another set of constraints coming from joint velocity limits. To compare the performance of the algorithms on these benchmarks, we define the following metrics:
• m 1 : distance from the optimal solution, defined as m 1 = π π π • − π π π * , where π π π • is the optimal solution (known) and π π π * the best solution found by the constrained optimization algorithm;
for the equality constraints -basically it sums all the constraints that are violated; • m 3 : number of steps to converge, or settling time, defined as m 3 = n sc (δ ), the number of steps after which the fitness function reaches a steady state condition, i.e., its value is bounded between ±δ % of the steady state value -here, we set δ = 2.5; • m 4 : best fitness, defined as m 4 = J(π * ), i.e., the fitness of the best solution found by the constrained optimization algorithm. To provide a baseline, we use the (deterministic) constrained optimization function fmincon in Matlab, using the SQP method. This is a suitable choice because it does not require the gradient of the objective function for non-linear constrained optimization problem with nonlinear constraints.
Since (1+1)-CMA-ES with covariance constrained adaptation (Section III-D) needs a feasible candidate solution as a starting point, in order to make a fair comparison all the algorithms start from the same initial position. We perform 40 repetitions of the optimization process per each test problem for each algorithm with an exploration rate of 0.1 and a 5000 samples to assure the convergence of the methods. Fig. 7 shows the results of the numerical experiments with the five benchmarks. The top row reports on the results for g07, g09 and HB with metrics m 1 , m 2 , m 3 , while the bottom row reports on the results for the robotics benchmarks RB1 and RB2, with metrics m 2 , m 3 , m 4 (m 1 cannot be used in this case because the optimal solution π π π • is not known). We also compared the four algorithms in terms of computational time, and did not find significant differences (for example, the optimal solution for RB2 is found on average in 1.7e+04 s for the CMA-ES variants and 1.9e+04 s for fmincon on a i5 laptop with Matlab).
(1+1)-CMA-ES with covariance constrained adaptation offers the best trade-off between performance and constraints' satisfaction both on the analytic and the robotic benchmarks. It always ensures full satisfaction of the constraints while the other methods sometimes fail. Its settling time is comparable to the other stochastic algorithms, while fmincon converges faster. fmincon could seem more appealing, but on the robotic benchmarks its best fitness is lower and actually quite close to the fitness of the starting point (meaning that the algorithm does not really "explore"). Therefore fmincon does not seem a suitable candidate for solving robotic problems with a lot of constraints.
The different performances of the algorithms in the analytic and robotic benchmarks confirm the benefit gained by designing two new robotics benchmarks RB1,RB2. Overall, considering the zero constraint violations and the capability of finding a good solution, we choose to use (1+1)-CMA-ES with covariance constrained adaptation for our experiments with the iCub robot.
V. ROBOTIC EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we apply (1+1)-CMA-ES with covariance constrained adaptation to our multi-task control framework (Section II). We use it to optimize the task priorities and to obtain a solution that never violates the constraints. In the following, we report on the experiments performed to optimize the whole-body movements of the iCub humanoid robot.
We designed two experiments using the 17 DOF of the upper-body of the robot (arms and torso). In the experimental scenario, a rectangular obstacle similar to a wall, that is as large as the robot's chest and 2 cm thick, is placed about 20 cm in front of the robot.
The first experiment is aimed at reaching a goal Cartesian position behind the wall with one hand. There are three ele- In sum, the goal is hidden behind the wall, and to reach it with the hand the robot must bend its elbow around the wall corner; the third task should prevent the robot from moving the right arm and the torso. The task priorities are approximated by RBFs with n r = 5, therefore n P = 5 × 3 = 15. There are n C = n IC = 73 inequality constraints: joint position limits, joint torque limits and distance constraints to avoid collisions between the robot and the obstacle. Precisely, a minimal distance of 3 cm is required between the obstacle and a set of pre-defined collision check points (located at the origin of the frames of right shoulder, elbow, wrist, hand and head). For this experiment we use the following fitness function:
where φ ∈ [−1, 0], T is the number of control steps (the task duration is 20 s, and we control at 1 ms), p r,i is the right hand frame position at time i, p * r the goal position for the hand frame and ε max = 120 and u max = 3.5 * 10 5 are two scaling factors. The first term of φ penalizes the cumulative distance from the goal, while the second term penalizes the global control effort.
The second experiment complicates the first by adding 2 more tasks. The aim is to reach a Cartesian goal position with both robot hands. Two Cartesian goal tasks for each hand and elbow are set symmetrically with respect to iCub's sagittal plane. A fifth posture task is set as to keep the torso as straight as possible during the movement.
• Task (6) where p l,i is the left hand frame position at time i, p * l the goal position for the left hand frame.
In all the experiments, we seek the best solutions that do not violate any of the constraints. We employ (1+1)-CMA-ES as described in Section III-D with the exploration rate set to 0.1 (this is the only parameter to tune and this is the default value!). Fig. 8 shows the median fitness and constraint violation obtained by 25 experiments. The fitness grows nicely (φ = 0 would be the optimum). Most importantly, the constraints are never violated, which is exactly what we wanted to obtain. We also show the task priorities and the joint torques from one of the best solutions; they are both smooth, and it is clear that optimizing the task priorities manually would be very difficult if these solutions were to be achieved. The video attachment shows the robot movements in the two experiments and the activation of the tasks priorities evolving in time.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we proposed to optimize the task priorities of multi-task controllers by a stochastic constrained optimization algorithm that ensures that the constraints are never violated. We benchmarked four constrained optimization algorithms in robotics applications and found that (1+1)-CMA-ES with covariance constrained adaptation meets our requirements in terms of fitness of the solution and constraint satisfaction. Our framework can be used to generate optimized whole-body movements that always comply with safety requirements, as shown in two bimanual experiments with the iCub. Our current limit is the computation time, therefore the method is suited at this time only for offline synthesis of whole-body behaviors of humanoid robots. Ongoing work is aimed at applying the method for safe trajectory optimization (complementary to task priority optimization) and speeding up the computation.
